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Ozone concentrations
in the atmospheric
boundarylayer of the Pacific and Indian Oceanswere measured
on four separateoceanographic
researchcruises(July 1986,May to August1987, April to May 1988). These
measurements
showa distinctzoneof nearzero (<_3ppb) ozoneconcentration
in the centralequatorialPacific
in April-May, with ozoneincreasingin this regionover the next 4 months. The seasonalobservedchangein
thelatitudinalgradientof ozoneis consistent
withpreviousozonemeasurements
at Hilo andSamoaby Oltrnans
and Kornhyr[1986] andpredictions
from an atmospheric
generalcirculationmodelstudy[Levyet al., 1985].
A significantdiumalcycleof ozonewasfoundin almostall locationswith a maximumnearsunrise,a minimum
in the late aftemoon,and a peak-to-peakamplitudeof 1 to 2 ppb (10-20%), similarto that predictedby a
photochemical
modelin the low NO•,limit [Thompson
andLenschow,
1984].

INTRODUCTION

Ozone is one of the most important trace species in the
troposphere. The photolysisof ozone producesOH radicals
which oxidize mostbiogenic and anthropogenicreducedgases.
Perturbations in ozone concentration can change the
atmosphericdistribution of the OH radical [Liu et al., 1980]

hydrocarbons,DMS, NO, methyl halides,and CO. The ocean
is a sink for other gases producedphotochemicallyin the

atmosphere
suchasSO2, HNO3, H202, andH2CO. All of these

gasesare climatically importantspeciesandmustpassthrough
the marineboundarylayer asthey enteror exit the seasurface.
We presenthere measurementsof ozone concentrationsin
which can cause further changes in the atmospheric the marine boundarylayer from oceanographicresearchships
distributionsof oxidizable trace speciessuch as CH4, CO, on four separate cruises between 1986 and 1988 over the
CH3C1, (CH3)2S (DMS) and hydrocarbons. All of these Pacific and Indian oceansas part of the NOAA Radiatively
perturbationshave the potential of altering the Earth's climate. Important Trace Species (RITS) program and as part of the
Ozone can also directly affect climate through the absorption joint SovietAmericanGasesandAerosols(SAGA) experiment.
of infrared radiation [Fishman et al., 1979].

Increasingtroposphericozone concentrations,likely due to
anthropogenicinfluences,have been observedin the northern
hemispherein recent times. Logan [1985] suggestedthat
ozone concentrations

have increased 20 to 100% over the last

40 years at land sites in rural North America and Europe.
Angell and Korshover[ 1983], usingozonesondedata,reported
increasesof middle troposphereozone concentrationsof 1%
per year between 1970 and 1981. Oltmans and Komhyr [1986]
reportedincreasesof ozone concentrations
of 1.4% per year
over the period 1973 to 1984 at Mauna Loa, Hawaii, a site in
the free troposphereabovethe boundarylayer. Theserecently
measured concentration increases emphasize the need to
understandthe behavior of ozone in all regions of the
atmosphere.
The marine boundary layer is an important region of
atmosphericphotochemicalreactions. The ocean is a source
of a numberof photochemically
activegasessuchasCH,,,light

MEASUREMENTS

The 1986 cruise, RITS 86, occurred on the NOAA ship
Oceanographerbetween June30 and July 23, from Honolulu
Hawaii, to Kodiak Alaska. The first 1987 cruise, SAGA 87,

occurred on the Soviet research ship Akadernik Korolev
betweenMay 1 and July 6, from Hilo, Hawaii, to Kamchatka,
Wellington, New Zealand, 90øE 30øSin the Indian Ocean,and
Singapore. The second1987 cruise,RITS 87, occurredon the
Oceanographer between July 13 and August 20 from
Townsville, Australia, to Dutch Harbor, Alaska.

The 1988

cruise,RITS 88, occurredon the Oceanographerfrom April 5
to May 5 between Dutch Harbor, Alaska, and Pago Pago,
Samoa. The portions of the cruise tracks where ozone data
were collected are shown in Figure 1.
On

each

cruise

a

Dasibi

model

1003-AH

ultraviolet

photometer was used to measure ozone. The three RITS
cruises on the Oceanographer used Dasibi photometers
maintained by NOAA-GMCC which had been calibrated
•JointInstitutefor the Studyof the Atmosphere
and Ocean, relative to an NBS standard ultraviolet ozone photometer.
University of Washington,Seattle.
Over the 0 to 50 ppb (parts per billion by volume) range of
2NOAA, Pacific Marine Environmental
Laboratory,Seattle, interest, the uncertainty in the calibration of each Dasibi
Washington.
photometer was approximately +3 ppb [Oltmans, 1981;
3NOAA,Geophysical
Monitoringfor ClimaticChange,Boulder,
Oltmans and Komhyr, 1986]. During eachof the RITS cruises,
Colorado.
nLaboratory
for Atmospheric
Research,Department
of Civil at intervals of 1 to 4 days a charcoalfilter was placed in the
Engineering,WashingtonState University, Pullman.
sampling line for 1 hour to determine a zero, which was
subtractedfrom the ozone signal.
Copyright 1990 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
During the RITS 86 cruisethe ozonephotometerwas located
in the ship's aft laboratory and a 90-m-long 1/4" ID Teflon
Paper number 89JD03122.
0148-0227/90/89 JD-03122505.00
sampleline was used to draw air samplesfrom an inlet at the
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Fig. 1. Cruise tracksalong which ozonedata were collectedon RITS cruiseson the NOAA ship Oceanographer,and on
the SAGA cruiseon the R/V AcademikKorolev. Only the segmentsof the cruisetracksare shownwhere ozonedata are
displayed in Figure 2.

bow of the ship. On the RITS 87 cruisethe Dasibiphotometer

Because

was mounted on the upper deck, just behind the navigational
bridge, with a 10-15 m long 1/8" ID Teflon sampleline which
had an inlet just above and forward of the ship's bridge.
During the RITS 88 cruisethe Dasibi photometerwas located
in a van mounted directly on the flying bridge, with a 5-mlong 1/8" ID Teflon sample line which had an inlet directly
forward and above the navigationalbridge. On this cruise a
chemiluminescent ozone detector (Monitor Labs) was also
placed in the van and used the same sampling line as the
Dasibi photometer.
Our experiencehas shownthat the lossof ozonein a Teflon
sample line is approximately5% per 30 m, implying that the
losses were close to negligible (<3%) on the RITS 87 and
RITS 88 cruises,but may have been =15% on the RITS 86
cruise. There were also sampleartifactsdue to pressuredrops
in the samplingline. The Dasibi photometersthat were used
did not correct for the absolutepressurein the measurement
cell. On the RITS 86 cruise the pressureloss in the 90 m
sample line was 5% of atmospheric.On the RITS 87 and 88
cruisesthe pressurelosseswere 2 to 3%. The RITS 86 data
has been correctedby dividing by 0.8 to correct for a 15%
sampleline loss and a 5% pressureloss. The RITS 87 and 88
data have not been correctedas the total losseswere likely less

samplingstream,surfacelosseswere suspectedandwere tested
at the beginning and end of the cruise. These tests were
conductedduring wind conditionswhen clean air was clearly
located at the window of the laboratoryin which the Dasibi
photometer was located. Ozone was measured with a short
(several meters) Teflon line going directly from just outside
the laboratoryto the Dasibi. This measurementwas compared
to the ozone concentrationin air drawn through the long
samplingline. The absolutedifferencewas not consistent,but
the percentagedifference (19%) was within 1% each time,
even thoughthe ambientconcentrationsdiffered by a factor of

than 6%.

The SAGA 87 cruise used a 15-m-long, 3-cm ID, PVC
sample line in which air was drawn from the top of a forward
mast into a stainless steel sampling plenum at 200 L/rain,
resulting in a 3-s residence time in the line, and a similar
period in the plenum. A 1-m-long, 1/8" ID Teflon line was
used to draw sample air into a Dasibi 1003-AH photometer
maintainedby Washington State University. This Dasibi was
calibrated against another Dasibi that is used as the WSU
laboratorystandard. The WSU laboratorystandardDasibi was
found to have an accuracyof 1% during an EPA audit in 1986.

4.5.

of

The

the

ozone

PVC

and

data from

stainless

the SAGA

steel

surfaces

in

the

87 cruise have been

correctedby multiplying by 1.19.
DATA

ANALYSIS

The Dasibi photometersoperateon a 10- to 24-s cycle time
with a new value producedduring each cycle. On each cruise
the analogsignalfrom the Dasibi photometerwas digitized and
recordedwith a microcomputersystemand l-rain averagesof
the raw signalwere storedin digital form. The 1-min averages
of the ozone data were further averagedinto 6-rain averages.
One minute averages of condensationnuclei (CN) concentrationsand wind speedand directionrelative to the ship, were
also recorded in digital form. During periods of high CN
counts, very low relative wind speed or relative wind angles
behind the beam of the ship, the ozone 6-min averageswere
examined by eye for spuriousdepartureswhich were deleted.
The deleted data for each cruisewere always less than 10% of
the total. The remainingdata were then aggregatedinto 1-hour
averages. The hourly averages for each cruise were then
placed into 1ø latitude bins. Median values for each bin are
shown in Figures 2a-e, with the north-southsectionsfrom the
SAGA

87 cruise in the Pacific

Ocean

and the Indian

Ocean

separatedinto two latitude series. The positionof the ITCZ as
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Fig. 2. Latitudeprofilesof the ozoneconcentration
datain partsper billion by volumeasmeasuredby the Dasibi ozone
photometers.The pointsrepresentthe medianvalue in 1o wide latitudebins of the hourlymeanpoints,the smoothlines
are from ninth-orderpolynomialleast squaresfits. Negativelatitude indicatesdegreessouth. The positionof the ITCZ
is shown for the SAGA 87 Pacific Ocean, KITS 87, and KITS 88 cruises. Ozone measurementsfrom KITS 88 with a
chemilumineseentozone detector (Monitor Labs) are also shown.
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determinedby concurrentmeasurements
of atmospheric
CO2,

with a wind shift with easterly trade winds to the south and

CO andCH4 (K. Kelly,privatecommunication,
1989)is shown westerliesto the north. Although the cruiseextendedfurther
for the SAGA 87 Pacific Ocean, RITS 87, and RITS 88

north, the Dasibi photometermalfunctioned,and the reliable

cruises.

data record ends at 40øN.

The RITS 88 cruise, Figure 2e, occurredin April and had
The RITS 86 cruise is the only one that did not extend
acrossthe equator,and the latitudinalgradientof ozonewas very high ozone concentrationsbetween35 and 45øN, and a
the weakest of all the data sets.
very sharp gradient between 3ø and 4øN where ozone went
The SAGA 87 data record did not include the initial Hilo to
from 20 ppb to near zero (<3 ppb). Concurrentmeasurements
Kamchatkaleg, so the data recordstartedon May 15. This of CO showed that this strong gradient coincided with the
sectionwas relatively closeto Asia, and the unusuallyhigh position of the ITCZ (K. Kelly, personal communication,
South of the ITCZ to about 11øS, the ozone
ozonevalues(=60 ppb) from 50øNto 40øN,wereobservedto 1989).
concentration
remained within several ppb of zero. The
be coincidentwith elevatedcarbonmonoxideand particulate
soot levels. Back trajectory analysis (J. Harris, private chemiluminescent instrument that was used on this cruise had
communication,1989) of the surfacewind field has shownthat not been calibrated for several years and was found to be a
a likely origin of this air masswas a massiveforestfire in near constant30% higher than the Dasibi record. The entire
northeastern
China which burnedfor 25 daysandconsumed1 chemiluminescentdata was then reduced by this ratio and
million hectares. It is likely that the NOx level in the smoke plotted in Figure 2e, where it is seen to agreevery well with

plumewas elevatedas well; the several-daytransporttime of
theair massto the shipoff theAsiancoastcouldhaveallowed
photochemical
productionof the highozonelevelsobserved.
Ozone decreasedto near zero (<3 ppb) between0 and IøN
latitude,approximately
1ø northof the ITCZ. Southof the
equator,the ozoneslowly increasedto levelsaround25 ppb
near New Zealand (31 øS).

the Dasibi record.

In almostall ozonedata from the tropics(exceptin regions
of near zero ozone), a diurnal cycle was immediately
observableby eye. For example,Figure 3 is a 4.5-day section
from the ozone time series during the RITS 87 cruise,
presentedwith a concurrentrecordof sunlightas measuredby
an Epply radiometer. It is very clear that ozone decreases
during daylight hours,with subsequentrestorationduring the
night.

The ozone data for the marine boundary layer over the
Indian Ocean from the New Zealand to Singaporeleg of the
To isolate the diurnal variation from the latitudinal variation
SAGA 87 cruise are shownin Figure 2c. Ozone decreased
we
assume that for each cruise the ozone concentration,
from 25 to 10 ppb between2øS and 15øSalong90øE. The
equatorialminimumin the Indian ocean(90øE) was broader C(0,t), was a function of latitude, 0, and local time-of-day,t.
andnot so deep(10 ppb) as that observedin the PacificOcean Local time in hours is related to universal time T, by
t = M15 + T, where •. is longitude in degrees. All other
(170øE) the previousmonth (<3 ppb).
The following month (August), the RITS 87 cruiseoccurred observedvariability in ozoneis then assignedto a noise term,
C,. The concentration
of ozonefor eachcruisecan therefore
in the Pacific on the 170øE meridian. On this cruise there was
alsono minimum observedat the equator,however,therewas be written as
a region of low ozone (5-15 ppb) that extendedfrom the
C(O,t)= Co(0)+ C•(t) + C.(O,t)
equatorto 35øN. The suddenincreaseat 35øN wascoincident

o

I

1t5

i

197

198

1•

200

DAY OF YEAR

Fig. 3. A 4-daytime seriesof ozoneconcentration
takenon days1 to 5 of theRITS 87 cruise(July 14 to 18). The solar
radiationas measuredby an Epply radiometeris also shown. The diurnalcyclein ozoneis clearlyevident.
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The latitudinalvariationCOwasestimatedby firstcomputing removed by subtractingfrom each hourly point the ozone
bins in order to reduce
predictedby the latitudefunction. Line spectra(periodograms)

the median of the data in 1 o latitudinal

the time variations. A low-orderpower series(nine terms)was
then fitted by dampedleast squaresto thesebinnedvaluesin
order to determine a smooth representation of ozone
concentration in the latitude domain for each cruise. (The

polynomialfits were not made to the SAGA 87 data north of
37øN or to the RITS

88 data south of IøN due to numerical

difficulties with the abrupt concentrationchanges.) These
smooth functions in latitude are shown in Figure 2 and
comparewell with the observedlatitude averages.
For each time series, the latitudinal trend and the mean were

R ITS

of these corrected

time

series for each cruise

and filtered

time series were then converted to local time.
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diurnal variations, grouped by 20ø latitude bins, were
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are shown in

Figure 4. In three of these line spectra (SAGA 87 Indian
Ocean, RITS 87, and RITS 88) the diurnal frequencyof 1 cpd
(cycle per day) is at least twice the height of the background,
which satisfiesthe test for significanceat the 95% level.
The low-frequency variations, due to the synoptic scale
weather, and the frequencies greater than 3.5 cpd were
removedby filtering the correctedtime series. The corrected
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Fig. 4. Line frequencyspectra(periodograms)
of the ozonerecordfrom eachcruise.
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2 higher in mid-latitudes than in the tropics. This indicates
that the relative magnitudeof the diurnal cycle was latitude
dependentand variedfrom --20% in the tropicsto <10% in the
higher latitudes, consistentwith a photochemicallifetime of
order 5-10 days.
It is possible that a diurnal temperatureoscillation in the
Dasibi photometerscouldproducean artifact in the datarecord
that would resemblea diurnal cycle in ozone. However, since
the Dasibi ozone photometersrespond to ozone molecular
density, a typical diurnal cycle of 5øC shouldonly lead to a
1.5% effect, much less then the measureddiurnal amplitudes

determined by least squares, assumingthe diurnal variation
could be adequatelydescribedby three harmonics,1, 2, and 3
cpd. These smoothdiurnal variationsare plotted as functions
of local time in Figure 5 for each cruiseand latitude bin. The
standarderror in eachrecord is about 1 ppb, so that the diurnal
variation is statisticallybarely discernable.With the small size
of each data record (2 to 7 days), a relatively large standard
error is expected. A comparison between cruises shows,
however, a reasonable consistency with ozone decreasing
during daylight hours and increasingat night. The variations
generally show a maximum value around 0600-0900 hours
(local time) and a minimum value around 1500-1800 hours
with a peak-to-peak amplitude of about 2 ppb. This
consistencyindicates that the diurnal variation is a real effect,
and that there is no significant latitudinal dependencein the
magnitudeof the diurnal modulation,althoughthe equatorial
region does suggesta slightly smaller range. Although the
observedamplitude was fairly constantand independentof

of 10 to 20%.

We further lookedat possibletemperature-caused
anomalies
during the RITS 88 cruise,when the samplingvan containing
the Dasibi

latitude, the mean ozone concentrations were about a factor of

DAILY

CYCLE

also contained

a chemiluminescent

ozone detector.

The temperature in the van was also recorded on the data
system. We have examineddata recordsfrom April 19 through
April 27 (28øN to 5øN), a period where there was minimal
latitudinal gradientin ozone. The averagevaluesfor eachhour
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Fig. 5. Diurnal cycles in ozone by 20ø latitude bins for each cruise. The plots are fits in a least squaressenseof sine
functionswith harmonicsat 1, 2, and 3 cpd. Before the fitting procedure,the latitude trendin eachcruisefor eachlatitude
bin was removedand frequencies<0.5 and >3.5 cpd were filtered out.
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of the day for this period are shownin Figure 6 for sunlight,
van temperature,and Dasibi and chemiluminescent
ozone. It
is seen that the average diurnal cycle as measured by the
Dasibi was very similar to the average cycle from the
chemiluminescentinstrument. The samplevans alsocontained
eight electric pumps (800 W each) that were turned off each
morning so that filter packs could be changed. During this
interval the air conditioning system in the van was able to
lower the van temperaturean average of 4øC. This morning
temperatureperturbation was much larger than the diurnal
cycle induced by solar heating and had minimal effect on the
ozone data records.
effect

We thus assume that the observed diurnal

is real and not an instrumental

and Seasonal

from a meridional

band near 75øW.

At all levels

in the troposphere,and during all seasonsthey found greater
ozone in the temperatelatitudesthan in the tropics. They also
found a seasonalcycle with a maximum in May-July and an
amplitude that increasedwith increasinglatitude.
Winkler [1988] reported marine boundary layer ozone
measurementsfrom 32 ship cruises in the Atlantic Ocean
between 80øN and 80øS. In his time-averagedlatitudinal data,
he found a northernhemisphereozoneconcentrationmaximum
between 25øN and 65øN of 30 ppb, a small minimum at the
equator of about 14 ppb, and a small southernhemisphere
maximum between 20øS and 40øS of about 17 ppb. Winkler
also found

artifact.

seasonal

maxima

in ozone

concentrations

in the

temperate latitudes of each hemisphere during each
hemisphere'sspring.
Oltmans and Komhyr [1986] measured ozone at four land-

DISCUSSION

Latitudinal

1966-1969

11,853

Distributions

Many workers have notedseasonaland latitudinal variations
in near surface ozone concentrations. Chatfield and Harrison
[1977] examined northern hemisphereozonesondedata from

based stations at Barrow, Alaska; Mauna Loa, Hawaii;
American Samoa; and the South Pole. The Mauna Loa and

Samoa record, being geographically the closest to our
measurementsare the most relevant to this study. The Samoa
station is located

on the windward

side of Tutuila

Island

near

sealevel in the marine boundarylayer. The Mauna Loa station
800

is located at an altitude of 3400 m, above the trade wind
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inversion, and is more representativeof the free troposphere.
Ozonesondeobservationsat Hilo from 1985 through1987 give
an annual average boundary layer (surface) value of 22 ppb
compared with a value at 700 mb (near the Manua Loa
altitude) of 43 ppb, so the monthly meansshouldperhapsbe
divided by =2 to be representativeof surface ozone. Oltmans
and Komhyr's data clearly show the seasonalcycle in each
hemisphere with a maximum at Mauna Loa in April and a
maximum at Samoa in September. The monthly mean data
from these two stationsfrom the years 1976-1984 are shown
in Figure 7.
The marine boundary layer ozone measurementsmade
during the April-May expeditions confirm a latitudinal
distribution with higher ozone in the northernmid-latitudes, a
pronouncedequatorialminimum, and increasingozone levels
from the equator southward. The latitudinal gradient is also
strongly affected by the seasonal ozone cycle in each
hemisphere.As seenin Figure 7, the phaseoffset betweenthe
two hemispheresis not 6 months;rather, the two hemispheres
have their maxima only 4 months apart. Our three NorthSouthPacific cruisetracts,which crossedthe equator,spanthis
interval between the maximum in the northernhemisphereand
the maximum in the southernhemisphere. July/Augustis the
time of maximum ozone in the South Hemispheretropics, and
minimum ozone in the North Hemispheretropics. The RITS
87 cruise, which occurred at this time, clearly shows more
ozonein the southerntropicsthan in the northerntropics. The
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Fig. 6. Mean diurnal cyclesof sunlight,van temperature,and ozone
as measuredby a Dasibi photometerand a chemiluminescentdetector
(Monitor Labs) from April 19 throughApril 27 (28øN to SøN) from
the RITS 88 cruise. The van temperatureis the temperatureof the van
containingboth ozone instruments.

was close to the midpoint of the seasonal cycle between
maximum ozone in the northern hemisphere and maximum
ozone in the southern hemisphere. Although the higher
latitude northernhemispherehas more ozone than the higher
latitude southern hemisphere, the tropical section is nearly
symmetric. The RITS 88 data, taken during the next year and
from 25ø further east, show a dramatically different ozone
picture with 20-30 ppb ozonebetween5øN and 25øN and 0-3
ppb ozone between 10øS and 3øN. This cruise occurred in
April and was near the time of the maximum North-South
gradient in ozone.
Levy et al. [1985] examined the importanceof transportin
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contamination is at a minimum. The concentrationof ozone from the marine boundary layer of the equatorial central
Pacific is shownfrom our data as well as from other investigators. The time span of our cruisesis also shown.

determiningthe troposphericdistributionof ozone by using a
generalcirculationmodel in which stratosphericinjectionwas
the only ozone sourceand depositionto the surface,Vd, was
the only ozone sink. Both high and low values of Vd were
considered, in each case with an order of magnitude greater
loss rate to land surface than to ocean.
Although
photochemicalproductionand destructionof ozone within the
tropospherewere excluded from their model, photochemical
destructionof ozone in the marine boundarylayer would have
appeared as if it were surface deposition. The strongly
seasonalinjection of ozonefrom the stratosphere,togetherwith
the relatively inefficient loss to the seasurface,led to a model
prediction of a pronouncedApril ozone maximum over the
North Pacific (H. Levy, private communication,1989). This
feature is observedin our springtimemeridional transectsnear
the dateline (see Figures 2b and 2e) for the SAGA 87 (May)
transect along 160øE and the RITS 88 (April) transect along
170øW.

The

measured

latitudinal

distribution

of ozone

on

these lines agreesmuch better with the model prediction for

the high surface depositionvelocity (land, Va = 1.0 cm/s;
water, V• = 0.1 cm/s) than for the low depositioncase, with
peak ozone levels of 30-40 ppb near 40øN. The low
depositionmodel case, using realistic values of oceanicVa
(0.02 cm/s; Galbally and Roy [1980]; Lenschowet al. [1982]),
producessurfaceozone values more than a factor of 2 greater
than we observe,particularly in the tropical latitudes and even

the high depositionflux (Va = 0.1 cm/s) to the sea surface
cannot account for measured low concentrations. However, the

addition of a marine boundary layer photochemical sink,
appearing as surface destruction, would reconcile our low
ozone concentration values, the direct measurements of low

ozone deposition velocity, and the high depositionvelocity
requiredby the Levy et al. [1985] model.
Equatorial Ozone Minima
Routhier et al. [1980] first reported the existence of a
distinct equatorial ozone concentration minimum in the
boundary layer of the Pacific during the Gametag experiment.

They found that during April/May of 1978, a latitude zone
existed between 13øS and 2øN along 170øW, which was
virtually devoid of boundarylayer ozone. They did not see a
similar minimum zone 8 months earlier in August/September
of 1977 at 170øE.

Liu et al. [1983] measuredozone on a ship along 170øW,
between 8øN and 10øS during July/Augustof 1978. Liu
reported ozone concentrationsof 7-15 ppb, well above the
near-zero levels reported during the 1978 Gametag flight,
which had occurredjust 2 monthsearlier.
Piotrowicz et al. [1986] measuredozone from a ship in the
equatorial Pacific in 1984. They had two cruise trackswhich
crossedthe equator at the 150øW meridian, one in May-June,
and one in mid-June. On their first cruise, althoughthey did
not see near zero ozone at the equator, they reported a sharp
gradient coincident with the ITCZ at 5øN where the ozone
concentrationwent from 25 ppb in the north to 10 ppb in the
south. On their second cruise they found the ozone
concentrationshad risen several ppb over the equator and
decreasedabout 5 ppb north of the ITCZ so that the gradient
was much smaller. They alsomeasuredozone in November of
1984 near the dateline, some 30 ø further west and found ozone

at the equatorhad risen to the 15-20 ppb level.
As seen in Figure 2, our data show a very sharp latitudinal
gradientin ozone at the ITCZ from the RITS 88 cruisein April
1988 at 170øW. Southof this gradientthe ozonelevel dropped
to within three ppb of zero. During the SAGA 87 Pacific leg,
which crossedthe equatorat 165øEon May 28 of the previous
year, ozone concentrationswent to near zero (<3 ppb) at the
equator,but the belt of near zero ozoneconcentrationwas only
about3ø wide. The RITS 87 cruise which crossedthe equator
at 165øEon July 22 saw no ozoneminimum at the equatorand
no significantozone gradient at the ITCZ.
We have taken our equatorialPacific marine boundarylayer
ozone concentrations,along with other published equatorial
ozone concentrationsfrom the Pacific, and plotted them as a
function of time-of-year in Figure 7. Although the data set is
rather small and the measurementswere separatedin longitude,
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layer, acrosswhich vertical mixing is suppressed.
the data seem to be consistentwith the seasonalozone cycle in
Over the ocean, these same factors contributing to the
the southernhemispheretropics, as measuredat Samoa. The
only measurementswhich show near zero ozone are those diurnal cycle in continentalozone are reversed. First, surface
made in the April-May period. All measurementsmadein the cooling over the sea at night is likely lessthan 0.1 o, preventing
June-November period show ozone levels of 10 to 15 ppb. developmentof a stablesurfacelayer. Second,the destructive
Although this is a small data set and coversonly a few years, flux of ozone to the ocean surface is a factor of 10-100 lower
it is plausible that an equatorialozone "minima," defined to than the flux to land surfaces [Galbally and Roy, 1980;
have observedconcentrations<3 ppb, exists between 5-10øS Lenschowet al., 1982]. Third, in the remote marine boundary
and the ITCZ in the central Pacific during the February to layer, well away from continental influences, NO•,
April period of minimum ozone in the SouthernHemisphere concentrationsare generally found to be under the 10 ppt
Tropics. It is unfortunatethat there are no reportedboundary threshold[Fehsenfeldet al., 1988; Ridley eta/., 1987; Davis
layer ozone measurementson the equator betweenDecember et al., 1987; McFarland et al., 1979], so that daytime
and March.
photochemical processesdestroy rather than create ozone.
The causeof the very low equatorial ozone concentrations Daytime photochemical destruction of ozone in the marine
has yet to be established;however, there may be several boundarylayer hasbeenconfirmedby Charneideset al. [ 1987]
photochemicalexplanations. The simplestexplanationmay be from their analysis of simultaneousmeasurementsof ozone,
in the reaction of ozone with uv radiation (•. < 310 nm) and the NO, CO, H20, and temperaturefrom the GTE/CITE I aircraft
subsequent
reaction
of theexcitedoxygenatom(OLD)with program in the central North Pacific Ocean.
water vapor to produce hydroxyl radical. In a low NOx
Thompson and Lenschow [1984]
examined the
environment,the hydroxyl radical will not recycle ozone, so photochemistryof the remote marine tropospherewith a time
this pathwayrepresentsa net sink for ozone [Crutzen, 1988]. dependentmodel. With NO•, levels near 9 ppt they found
In the remote marine tropical atmospherethere is both a large photochemicaldestructionof ozone in the marine boundary
uv flux, due to the diminished stratosphericozone layer that
layer occurring during daylight hours. In the particular case
occursnaturally near the equator,and a maximum water vapor they described,their model produced 12 ppb of ozone with a
concentrationdue to high evaporationratesfrom warm surface maximum at sunrise, a minimum in late afternoon and a
waters. Both of these conditions favor a much lower lifetime
0.8 ppb (7%) peak-to-peak amplitude.
of atmosphericozone. Recent measurementsof ozone, water
Our measurementsshow a persistentdiurnal cycle in ozone
vapor and solar uv flux over the tropicalAtlantic by Smit et al.
concentrationin the tropics that is very similar in phase and
[1988] found that a region near 10øS had the highest ozone amplitudeto the modelpredictionsof Thompsonand Lenschow
loss rate, and that the photochemicallifetime of ozone due to
[1984]. In the marine boundary layer, becauseof minimal
the uv-water vapor reaction was as short as 4 days. In the
change in the meteorology between the night and day, the
annual record from Samoa, Figure 7, it is seenthat the ozone diurnal cycle of ozone is probably due to photochemical
concentration minimum occurs between February and April,
processes.
Although we did not make concurrent
coincident with the warmest sea surface temperatures,the measurements
of the ambientNO•, levels, it is reasonableto
highestatmosphericwater vapor concentrations,andmaximum assumethat NO•, was below the photochemical
thresholdfor
insolation.
ozone productionduring all of the tropical measurements.We
The prevailing atmosphericcirculationpatternswill tend to base this assumption on the few measurements of marine
maintain the ozone minimum at the equator. The ITCZ is
boundarylayerNOxwhichhavebeenmadeto date[McFarland
generallylocatedbetween5 and 10øN. From the southernside et al., 1979; Fehsenfeld et al., 1988], as well as on any
of the ITCZ, during February throughApril, the air mass that reasonablebudget of NO• in the marine boundary layer
is convergingat the ITCZ originatesnear 10ø to 20øS, a region [Thompsonand Lenschow, 1984]. The phase of the diurnal
already low in ozone, as the Samoa record shows. If the ozone cycle is likely a reflectionof the NO•, concentration,
tropical marine boundary layer in the southernhemisphereis with low NO•,leadingto daytimedepletionsof ozone. These
a photochemicalsink for ozone, then further photochemical cyclesare easierto see in the tropicsthan in the mid-latitudes,
reactions may lead to near zero ozone concentrationin the where synopticscale storms,occurringabout every 2-5 days,
boundarylayer over the equatorin this season.
producemore variability in ozone. It is interestingto note that
two of the diurnal cycles shownin Figure 5 (RITS 86, 30øN to
Diurnal Cycles

It hasbeenlong recognizedthat the photochemicaloxidation

of CO, CH4, and otherhydrocarbons
in the atmosphere
will
produceozone,providedNOx concentrations
are abovesome

50øN; SAGA 87, 30øS to 10øS) show an initial increase in

ozone concentrationjust after sunrise. These two sections
were relatively close to land (North America and Australia)

and may have been influencedby continentalsourcesof NOx

with subsequent early morning photochemical ozone
production.
Our diurnal ozone cycles are similar to several reported
this critical limit. The predictedcritical NO•, limit is in the
5-10 ppt range [Liu et al., 1983, 1980]. Over continental measurementsin the marine boundarylayer. Oltmans [1981]
regionscombustionprocesses
producelarge amountsof NOx, found a diurnal cycle in the March-May Samoa record with
so that the continentalboundarylayer NO•, concentrations
are phase (maximum at 0900, minimum at 1600) and amplitude
generallywell abovethis critical limit. Most rural continental (1.2 ppb, 13%) similar to ours. He also found a diurnal cycle
ozone concentrationrecordsshow diurnal cycles with sunrise in the Mauna Loa record; however, the diurnal cycle in wind
minima and afternoon maxima [Parrish et al., 1986;
regime, which changesfrom downslopeduring nighttime to
Fehsenfeldet al., 1983]. These diurnal cycles are driven by upslopeduring daytime, complicatesthe picture.
Stallard et al. [1975] measured ozone in the marine
photochemicalozoneproductionin daylight hourswith lossto
surfacesdominatingat night. The nighttimedepletionin ozone boundarylayer on a ship cruise in the South Ariantic between
is enhancedby the formationof a thin, cool, andstablesurface Cape Town and Dakar. Although they did not plot a

critical limit, while these same photochemical oxidation
reactionswill destroyozoneif theNOx concentration
is below
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compositediurnal plot, on each day they saw ozone decrease
between0800 and 1500, with a subsequentincreaseduring the
night. Piotrowicz et al. [1990] also found a diurnal cycle in
ozone concentrationsin the marine boundary layer over the
tropical Atlantic Ocean. The phaseand amplitudewere similar

McFarland,M. Trainer, D. Kley, P. C. Murphy, D. L. Albritton, and
D. H. Lenschow,A studyof ozone in the Coloradomountains,J.
Atmos. Chem., 1, 87-105, 1983.

to ours with a maximum at 0600, a minimum at 1600, and a

Fehsenfeld,F. C., D. D. Parrish, and D. W. Fahey, The measurement
of NO•, in the non-urban troposphere,in TroposphericOzone,
Regional and Global Scale Interactions,NATO ASI Ser., edited by
I. S. A. Isaksen, D. Reidel, Hingham, Mass., 1988.

peak-to-peakamplitudeof 3 ppb (=10%).

Fishman, J., V.

CONCLUSIONS

Over large regionsof the remote Pacific and Indian Oceans,
a significant diurnal oscillation exists in the concentrationof
ozone at both tropical and mid-latitudes. This oscillation has
a maximum

near sunrise

and a minimum

near sunset.

The

absolutepeak-to-peak amplitude (2 ppb) over theseregionsis
less variable than the relative amplitude (10-20%). This
diurnal cycle of ozone is clear evidence of a photochemical

sink for ozonein the low NOx (<10 ppt) regime.
Equatorial minima in boundary layer ozone concentration
were encounteredover the central Pacific Ocean during April
through May. They may also occur during Januarythrough
March, as suggestedby the seasonalpattern at Samoa. These
minima are most likely the result of photochemicaldepletion
causedby low NOx, high solar uv flux and high water vapor
concentration.

Between the months of April and August, the latitudinal
gradient of ozone in the tropics (30øS to 30øN) changes
dramatically. Much greater ozone occurs in the northern
hemisphere in April, while greater ozone is present in the
southernhemispherein August.
Further ozone measurementsare needed in the equatorial
Pacific marine boundary layer during December through

March. Concurrentmeasurements
of NO•, andreactivelight
hydrocarbonswould also be very helpful in improving our
understandingof the cycle of ozone in the marine boundary
layer of the remote oceans.
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